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Triple Correlation between Substance, 

Remedy and Symptom: From Proving to

Materia Medica

Correlation



Triple Correlation between Substance, Remedy and

Symptom: From Symptom to Remedy (and ideally: Cure)

Correlation



A Double Correlation Mediated by the Smilia

Principle

Correlation Correlation

Similia Principle

Proving and Production:

From substance to symptoms

Materia Medica and Treatment

From symptom to remedy



Absorption of Symptoms via Teleportation

Correlation Correlation

Similia Principle

Proving and Production: Materia Medica and 

Treatment

Symptoms, disease

Remedy

Remedy picture, 

materia medica



Homeopathy and other instances of non-

local healing

 Macroscopic analogue to quantum teleportation:

 Either symptoms are drained into a „symptom sink“

 In homeopathy the Materia Medica

 Or some beneficial state is elicited

 „Energy“ healing, intentional healin



Generic Principle of a Teleportation System



Application of this principle…

 in therapeutic rituals, in ritual healing and magic, as well as

in religious rituals

 For instance marriage rituals

 In psychotherapeutic rituals:

 Burning, drowning, burying of important landmarks or symbols

of trauma and hurt



Understanding of Traumatic Entanglement

of Victims with Perpetrators

 In psychotherapy we often see entanglement of victims

with perpetrators in traumatic stress and post-traumatic

syndromes

 The perpetrator is still „present“

 „He has taken part of my soul“

 „He is still clinging on“



Understanding of Difficulties in Divorced

Couples

 Often emotional ties are difficult to separate despite

mutual will

 Non-local connection due to the marriage ritual (?)

 Perhaps a separation ritual is needed, as present in some

religions



Theoretical Model for Some

Parapsychological Phenomena

 Remote Viewing:

 Someone reports what is happening in a place where he or she

has never been (according to coordinates, according to a link 

with a target person)





RV of Archeological Site Marea in Egypt 
(Schwartz JSE 2019 33:451)









Theoretical Reconstruction of PSI 

Phenomena

 Walach, H., Lucadou, W. v., & Römer, H. (2014). Parapsychological 

phenomena as examples of generalized non-local correlations - A theoretical 

framework. Journal of Scientific Exploration, 28, 605-631. 

 Ritually closed system

 The remote viewer and his target, combined via intention and 

conscious effort: Organisational closure

 Incompatibility between connectedness (global observable) 

between the remote viewer and ist object and separation

 Sets up a non-local correlation



Super-Coordination in Natural Systems

 In an organism

 Hyperfast coordination of reactions across distances

 Binding problem in neuroscience solved elegantly

 Fast immunological recognition of antigenes

 Would also lend itself to empirical tests

 Across organisms

 Cooperative macroscopic behaviors

 Understanding of evolutionary synergisms?

 Mass-phenomena of coordination



Mixed Modes

 In natural system non-local and causal processes are

nearly always mixed and combined

 Pure processes are very rare (experimental purification)

 Teleportation processes need a classical channel



NICE MODEL BUT IS IT TRUE?



Experimental Challenge

 Can there be a direct or indirect proof of the concept, 

except anecdotal or qualitative evidence?



Challenge

 To circumvent the NT-Theorem: (Lucadou, Römer & Walach (2007) J Consc Stud 14(4) 

50-74)

 Generalised Entanglement Correlations must not be used as

causal signals. If they are used as such they break down or

change channels

 Relevant for all replications



Experimental Test and Challenge

 To circumvent the NT-Theorem: (Lucadou, Römer & Walach (2007) J Consc Stud 14(4) 

50-74)

 Generalised Entanglement Correlations must not be used as

causal signals. If they are used as such they break down or

change channels

 Relevant for all replications

 In QT proper entanglement correlations are tested by

simple observations compared against a theoretical

distribution (Bell-inequalities)

 But how to test for generalised entanglement

correlations without violating the boundary conditions of

non-signalling?



Experimental Studies are Cause Detectors…



… that allow for signal coding



Hence replications often fail

Hence replications often fail...Hence replications often fail...

Trial 1

Treatment

A
Control

B

Randomisation

Information:

mean improvement in A vs. 
B

Control

B
Treatment

A

Randomisation

If the improved group had 
been the treated one, a 
signal coding would have 
been possible...

Trial 2

0

1

Code

... that could in principle violate special relativity & could be used

to transmit a signal faster than light



Hence: Signal Transmission Prohibition 

Theorem (NT-Theorem)



Possible Solutions?

 Find an analogue to the physical Bell-test, i.e. a theoretical
distribution whose violation is proof enough

 For this the theory is not precise enough

 Find an experimental model that will preclude signal
transmission

 We tried that (below), but likely impossible

 Find natural instances of generalised entanglement and 
use those

 Physiology: Is there faster than light communication in the
body?

 Immune reactions?

 Neurological coordination (speed of reactions should be larger than
speed of transmission)?



Possible Solutions? - 2

 Systemic constellation work:

 Participants stand for elements of natural systems (families, 

companies, etc.)

 Participatory perception

 Participatory change

 Document changes in

reality



Possible Solutions - 3

 Study the prediction that animals use generalised

entanglement to coordinate their actions

 Cooperation in ants

 Experimentally study cooperative behavior, perhaps destroying distant

senses such as smell and see whethey they still cooperate

 Mathematically study the

speed of evolutionary adap-

tation including terms for

entanglement correlations



Possible Solutions - 4

 Study the non-local effect of rituals in clinical contexts

with an open control

 For instance, cancer patients after surgery, whose cancer is

purposefully and ritually destroyed, should recover better and 

have longer disease free survival than others

 Randomized, but only partially blinded



Possible Solutions - 5

 Stude position effects in cognition research

 e.g. PhD thesis of Christopher Germann (PhD Psychology

Plymouth) https://christopher-germann.de/phd-dissertation/

 Non-commutativity in attitudinal decisions

https://christopher-germann.de/phd-dissertation/


Possible Solutions – 5 (ctd)

 Non-commutativity in cognitive or perceptual phenomena

 Decisions on luminosity in an experimental set-up





Results



Another Potential Possible Solution: The 

Matrix Experiment

 Designed by Walter von Lucadou to obey the framework

conditions

 No signal-coding possible

 Three (four) replications positive previously

 New experiment:

 Follow as closely procedures used previously (display, program, 

stats)

 Reengineer hardware

 Predefine protocol, runs and numbers and stipulate analysis



New Experiment

 Principal setup of a micro PK experiment:

 Zener diode drives random event generator (REG)

 Random events are sampled via a Markov chain parsing (no

Xoring!)

 REG drives display (growing or shrinking fractal)

 Participants are instructed to „intentionally change the growing

or shrinking of the fractal according to instructions that appear

on the screen“ (as arrows directed right, left, or middle)



Sample of Display



Difference to Standard PK Experiments

 NO targeting of random deviation directly

 Extraction of 5 physical variables and 5 psychological

variables per run

 3 runs per instruction (deviate right, left, keep centered), 

thus 9 runs forming an experiment

 Yielding a matrix of (9*5 physical) * (9*5 psychological) 

variables

 45 physical * 45 psychological variables

 2025 cell matrix of potential correlations



Variables

 Physical variables

 Average deviation from randomness

 Maximum deviation from target

 Deviation of Markov process from ideal Markov chain behavior

 Average voltage at REG output (#7)

 Variance of voltage at REG output (#7)

 Psychological variables

 Number of right shift-key presses

 Number of left shift-key presses

 Number of double key presses

 Average time between key presses (i.e. speed of experiment)

 Variance of time between key presses (i.e. stability of behavior)



Target

 Number of significant correlations

 Between physical and psychological variables

 Across all participants and experiments

 Significance level set to p = 0.1 (two-sided) or p = 0.05 

(one-sided)

 Because of the history of the experiment

 Other significance levels used for sensitivity analysis



Controls

 1: Chance expectation

 2: Control experiment

 After each real experiment

 Empty run by the system

 Collects physical variables

 Matched with psychological variables of the immediate predecessor

experiment

 In order to control for potential artefacts, dependency of data

and potential causal correlations

 Other safeguards:

 Protocol deposited before start of experiment

 Prespecified Number of experiments or time



Summary of Experiment



Study 1 (Walach, Horan, Lucadou, 2012/13)

 243 participants did 503 experiments

 103 experiments by Walter von Lucadou

 400 experiments by Majella Horan

 Various settings:

 Mostly: 

 Conferences

 Seminars

 Courses

 Single participants coming to the lab

 Few participants tested in their home

 Time taken: ca. 15-20 minutes per experiment



Exact Replications by Ana B. Flores

 1st Study - 2016
 44 Participants did 213 experiments

 (ages between 23 & 80 years old)

 2nd Study - 2017
 105 Participants did 200 experiments

 (ages between 16 & 70 years old)

 Setting: friendly; colleagues and friends

 New: Programming of software, evaluation 

programme in R



Evaluation

 Non-parametric

 Using Monte-Carlo analysis

 10.000 randomly populated matrices

 How often do the numbers of significant correlations detected by the

experiment occur by chance?

 True p = n(simulated significant correlations/10.000)



STUDY 1

Results Original Replication



Results Experimental Matrix



Results Control Matrix



Sensitivity Analysis: Other Significance

Thresholds



Radomisation Test using CDCED −=

45x45

27x45

18x27

idx=2 45x45 alle

iter=10000 sig_th 0,1 0,05 0,02 0,01 0,005 0,002 0,001 0,0005 0,0002 0,0001

full z0 107,00 76,00 57,00 35,00 25,00 10,00 8,00 4,00 1,00 1,00

full n_sim 177 169 47 78 73 287 162 276 696 341

full p_sim 0,0177 0,0169 0,0047 0,0078 0,0073 0,0287 0,0162 0,0276 0,0696 0,0341

part z0_part 52,00 20,00 19,00 8,00 7,00 3,00 2,00 0,00 0,00 0,00

part n_part_sim 341 1409 493 1233 687 938 773 2288 1194 681

part p_part_sim 0,0341 0,1409 0,0493 0,1233 0,0687 0,0938 0,0773 0,2288 0,1194 0,0681

idx=3 27x45 alle

iter=10000 sig_th 0,1 0,05 0,02 0,01 0,005 0,002 0,001 0,0005 0,0002 0,0001

full z0 95,00 69,00 43,00 29,00 18,00 6,00 5,00 3,00 0,00 0,00

full n_sim 87 76 75 91 130 471 258 275 1343 784

full p_sim 0,0087 0,0076 0,0075 0,0091 0,013 0,0471 0,0258 0,0275 0,1343 0,0784

part z0_part 36,00 14,00 8,00 4,00 4,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00

part n_part_sim 532 1725 1564 1922 1014 3309 2380 1481 706 398

part p_part_sim 0,0532 0,1725 0,1564 0,1922 0,1014 0,3309 0,238 0,1481 0,0706 0,0398

idx=4 18x27 alle

iter=10000 sig_th 0,1 0,05 0,02 0,01 0,005 0,002 0,001 0,0005 0,0002 0,0001

full z0 30,00 20,00 15,00 17,00 12,00 5,00 5,00 3,00 0,00 0,00

full n_sim 782 828 455 93 103 229 98 96 591 318

full p_sim 0,0782 0,0828 0,0455 0,0093 0,0103 0,0229 0,0098 0,0096 0,0591 0,0318

part z0_part 8,00 -1,00 0,00 3,00 3,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00

part n_part_sim 2330 5199 4439 1180 564 2023 1264 691 299 156

part p_part_sim 0,233 0,5199 0,4439 0,118 0,0564 0,2023 0,1264 0,0691 0,0299 0,0156



Sensitivity Analysis

 Results stable across various significance levels

 Results stable also in time-forward (upper part) of the

matrix

 In the classical analysis following the protocol

 Results also significant with smaller matrices, matching

the old analysis

 In full only in the classical analysis



REPLICATIONS: STUDY 2 & 3
Results









Results - Summary

 Robust significant result: more significant correlations

under experimental than under control conditions

 Also when only looking at time-forward correlations

 Standard statistical analysis insufficient

 Monte-Carlo analysis more conservative, but also 

significant



HARTMUT GROTE

Independent Experiments



Psychological and Physical 
Variables

Tellegen Absorption Scale (TAS)

Sheep-goat scale

Sensitive person scale

Transcendental scale

Extraversion

Meditation experience

RNG mean shift

Autocorrelation

Runstest (distrib. In time)

Excursion in intended direction

Number of audio-feedbacks

correlation
measures



Independent CMM Experiment

Post-hoc: p = 0.01 for difference between 
Experimental (red) and control data (green)

H.Grote: Multiple-analysis correlation study between human 
psychological variables and binary random events, 
JSE Vol. 31, No. 2, (June 15th, 2017)



Looking Forward

 Independent experiments by Hartmut Grote

 Published in JSE yield external support

 Consortium replication world-wide in planning

 Hartmut Grote, Max-Planck Institute, Hannover

 Dick Bierman and Jacob Jolij, Groningen, NL

 Jonathan Schooler, UCSB, USA

 HW & WvL, Germany

 Patrizio Tressoldi, Padua, Italy

 Pierre Uzan, Paris, France



A Pinch of Scepticism

 NT-Theorem perhaps unavoidable in any system that is

not making predictions based on a stringent theoretical

model that allows for Bell inequalities

 Perhaps the decay of the effect can be spread and made an 

essential ingredient of the prediction and the model

 Slight alterations in the set-up of the matrix will make it a new

experiment each time



Summary

 New paradigmatic model

 Allows for generalised non-local correlations

 Could explain many „strange“ phenomena
 Telepathy and extrasensory perception

 Strange transference and systemic effects in families and other
groups

 Correlation effects in biological system (organismic coordination in 
bodies) and/or mind-body interactions

 Non-classical coordination behavior
 Groups of individuals (bacteria, social animals)

 Antigen-recognition in the immune system

 Hyperfast communication system within the body

 Various other correlation effects (placebo-treatment)

 Naturalisation of spirituality and morality?

 Experimental tests promising



Thanks to

 Majella Horan (data collection)

 Thilo Hinterberger (statistical analysis)

 Walter von Lucadou (help with set-up)

 Nikolaus von Stillfried (protocol development)

 Bial Foundation (funding and patience)



Thank you for your attention!
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